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Pressure effects and large polarons in layered MgB2 superconductor
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We consider the dependence of the MgB2 superconducting critical temperature on the pressure. Our model
exploits the influence of the large polarons on the band structure of the layered MgB2 superconductor. Namely,
the hole Pekar-Fro¨hlich polarons form quasi-two-dimensional potential wells in the boron plane that shift the
positions of thes and p bands. This energy shift depends on the pressure, and the Cooper pairing of the
correlateds electrons occurs inside polaron wells. The results obtained are as follows:dTc /dp.2a~5.260.9!
K/GPa ordTc /dp.2a~6.961.1! K/GPa for a different choice of the Gru¨neisen parameter. When compared
with known experimental data, these give results a resonable interval for the value of the Fro¨hlich electron-
phonon coupling constant:a.0.15–0.45.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Soon after the discovery of superconductivity in MgB2

the pressure influence on the critical temperatureTc was
experimentally studied. The pressure derivativesdTc /dp
were extracted from obtained data. At low pressurep
<2 GPa) the experimental results are as follows:dTc /dp
521.2 K/GPa in Refs. 1 and 2 and22 K/GPa in Refs. 1, 3,
and 4. Experiments at high pressure give the same sign o
pressure derivatives but demonstrate lower values. Nam
dTc /dp5~20.8,21.07,21.11! K/GPa in Refs. 5, 1, and 6
respectively. Many conventional low-Tc superconductors
also reveal the same sign,dTc /dp,0, but their absolute
values are much lower.

Boron ions in crystalline MgB2 are packed in honeycom
layers alternating with hexagonal layers of magnesium io
The in-plane distance,b51.78 Å, between the boron ca
ions, is less than that between magnesium anionsa
53.08 Å. The space separating the boron planes is of
size c53.52 Å. The magnesium ions are positioned abo
the centers of hexagons formed by boron sites and do
their electrons to the boron planes: Mg21@B2(p2)#2. These
p electrons forms andp bands and the charged Mg laye
lift the threefold degeneracy betweens andp electrons and
shift the electronic energy bands so that thep band becomes
lower than thes band. The latter crosses the Fermi lev
providing the light- and heavy-hole formation. The electron
structure is formed by the narrow energy band of
twofold-degenerates electrons and the wideband of thep
electrons.

As to the phonon modes in MgB2, they have a sharp
cutoff at about 100 meV. Below this energy the existence
different phonon modes is presumed.7 Note that the phonon
energies mentioned in Ref. 7 could be overestimated bec
the approximation used to derive them is valid only for cu
lattices.8,9 The anharmonic in-plane breathing modeE2g
~74.5 meV! strongly interacts with the narrow-bands
electrons.10 Due to this fact its energy is lower than that
the out-of-plane tilting boron modeB1g ~87.1 meV!. In ad-
dition, there are low-energy acoustic modes, and indicati
0163-1829/2002/66~13!/134519~6!/$20.00 66 1345
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are also found11–13 of the existence of phonon modes wi
extremely low energies.

Most of the theoretical speculations on theTc-pressure
relationship in MgB2 are based on semiphenomenologic
approaches and do not involve microscopic arguments. A
a Ginzburg-Landau approach to the study of the press
effects has been proposed recently in Ref. 14. In the scop
conventional BCS theory,dTc /dp is governed by the com
petition between a decrease of the density of electronic st
at the Fermi level and an increase of the Debye frequenc
the BCS formula forTc . The weak electron-phonon cou
pling constant15 in MgB2 and the absence of the peak in th
electronic density of states at the vicinity of the Fer
energy16 cannot provide the BCS scenario.

On the other hand, spectroscopic measurements of
superconducting gap,17–19specific heat behavior,20,21 the low
isotope effect22,23 ~under the substitution of both B and M
isotopes!, and pressure effects24 point to the likelihood of
the complex mechanism of the superconductivity in MgB2.
The calculated spectral function25 and the analysis15 of the
reflectance measurements26 show the possibilities of differ-
ent superconducting mechanisms beyond the conventi
electron-phonon BCS pairing.

A positive pressure derivative ofTc was found27,28 in the
microscopic model of the hole dressed superconductiv
which opposes the experimental data.

Among optical modes in MgB2 the E2g mode is the only
Raman-active mode. A high-pressure~up to 15 GPa! Raman
experiment29 has revealed a large pressure shift of t
E2g-phonon mode. TheE2g mode does not exhibit any soft
ening atTc ~see Ref. 30! and therefore does not provide th
superconducting electron pairing. Nevertheless, it is resp
sible for theTc behavior with pressure as we will see later.
should be pointed out that baric experiments have been c
pleted both for pressed powder and single crystals. No st
tural transitions were found in experiments3,29,31 up to the
pressure 40 GPa.

The goal of the present paper is to calculate the pres
derivative dTc /dp. We assume that the large polarons a
formed in the boron planes due to thes-electron interaction
with the opticalE2g phonons.7 Because of the polaron for
©2002 The American Physical Society19-1
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mation thes band is lowered while thep electrons are no
influenced. As the events take place in the layered med
we consider the quasi-two-dimensional polaron. The pola
anisotropy parameter and, correspondingly, thes-band en-
ergy shift depend on the lattice constants influenced by
pressure. Roughly speaking, the Cooper pairs of the co
lated s electrons in the MgB2 superconducting condensa
are plunged into the pancake polaron. To treat the Coo
pairing we adopt the kinematic mechanism32,33 in MgB2.

II. FORMULATION OF THE MODEL

In order to describe the superconducting state of Mg2,
we adopt the model with the strongly interactings electrons
~with a narrow bandwidth 2w1) overlapping with the non-
correlatedp electrons~with a wide bandwidth 2w2) of boron
ions. The important parameter here is the distancer between
the centers of thes andp bands influenced by the pressur

The positive Hall current and the thermoelectric pow
measurements34 indicate the hole conductivity in MgB2. The
polaron radius is given by the expression

R;A \

mv
5

87.3 Å

A~m/me!~\v/1 meV!
, ~1!

where m and me are the hole and the vacuum electr
masses, respectively, and\v is the low-frequency optica
phonon energy responsible for the polaron formation. Ins
ing the value\v.74.5 meV for theE2g phonons and the
light-hole band mass35 m50.25me into Eq. ~1!, the polaron
radius can be estimated asR.20 Å, which is much larger
than the lattice constant.

Studying the polaron sector of the system, we apply
conventional Pekar-Fro¨hlich Hamiltonian generalized for th
consideration of the peculiarities of MgB2. To take into ac-
count the fact that thes electrons are located in narrow lay
ers inhabited by boron atoms we introduce the in-plane m
m, which is the light-hole band mass, and the large masM
in the orthogonal~z! direction. The ratiom/M of these
masses is related to the probability of a carrier to tunnel fr
one layer to another.

To take into account the different polarizability of th
medium in thexy plane and in thez direction we sugges
to simulate it by using the anisotropic Columb potent
for the interaction of the hole with the induced polarizati
field. That is, we use the potential of the formV(rW)
}1/Ax21y21(z/g)2 with g<1 being a phenomenologica
parameter to describe the deformation of the Coulomb
tential along thez axis ~that is, the change to an oblong for
of the equipotential surface!. In the momentum space th
potential is of the formṼ(kW )}1/(ki

21g2kz
2).

In a sense we study the electron sector since all ev
happen to be located inside the large polarons. With la
polaron formed, we obtain a lowering of the energy of c
riers, that is, the renormalization of the parameterr, which
becomes dependent on the applied pressure. This influe
drastically the electron structure of MgB2-like systems, es-
pecially the relative position ofs andp bands.
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A. Polaron sector

Thus, we consider an anisotropic polaron whose motio
confined to thexy plane while the motion in the perpendicu
lar z direction~along the crystallographicc axis of MgB2) is
restricted. The Pekar-Fro¨hlich Hamiltonian reads as follows

H5
pW i

2

2m
1

pz
2

2M
1\v(

kW
akW

†
akW

1
1

AV
(

kW
~akWVkWe

ikW•rW1akW
†
VkW

* e2 ikW•rW!, ~2!

whereV is the crystal volume,pW i and pz are the hole mo-
menta in thexy plane and in the orthogonalz direction,
respectively, andv is the LO-phonon frequency. Operato
akW

† (akW) are the creation~annihilation! operators of the

phonons with momentumkW . The electron-phonon interactio
term is specified byVkW ; its squared modulus is the Fourie
transform of the Coulomb potentialV(rW). In contrast with
the conventional definition we introduce an additional anis
ropy of the Coulomb potential to describe the different p
larizability of the medium in various directions~in the iso-
tropic boron plane and perpendicular to it!:

VkW52 i\vS 4pa

ki
21g2kz

2
A \

2mv D 1/2

. ~3!

Herea is the conventional Fro¨hlich coupling constant of the
electron-phonon interaction.

The MgB2 pressure compression is anisotropic.2,29,36Ac-
cording to Ref. 29 the compressibility along thec axis is
almost twice as large as the plane compressibility. Un
hydrostatic pressure the initial compression along thec axis
is larger than along the boron plane.37 We estimate the pa
rameterg as the ratio of the standard lattice constants:g
;c/2a ~herec/2 is the distance between charged boron a
magnesium planes!. When the pressure increases, the d
tance between the Mg and the B planes decreases, whi
described by a decrease of the Coulomb potential anisotr
g in our model. The polaron self-energyDE can be found
within the second order of the perturbation theory:

DE52
a\v

2p2 E d3k

~ki
21g2kz

2!@ki
21~m/M !kz

211#
. ~4!

With evaluation of integration in Eq.~4!, we arrive at the
expression:

DE52a\vAM

m
35

1

A12G2
ln

11A12G2

G
, G<1;

1

AG221
arctanAG221, G>1.

~5!

Here the parameterG5gAM /m. This formula reproduces
two well-known limiting cases. WhenM5m andg51, then
9-2
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PRESSURE EFFECTS AND LARGE POLARONS IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B66, 134519 ~2002!
G51 and we obtainDE52a\v, which is the conventiona
result for a three-dimensional polaron. Wheng51 and M
@m, we arrive at the resultDE52(p/2)a\v, which is
valid for a two-dimensional polaron confined to a plane.38,39

If g is finite andM@m, thenG@1 and Eq.~5! leads to the
following expression:

DE52
p

2g
a\v. ~6!

It is the MgB2 case indeed for the reason that the mass r
is inversely proportional to the hopping integral ratio:M /m
}t/tz}10 ~see Ref. 40!. For the numerical estimates we wi
take the experimental value for the optical phonon freque
v. The energy shiftDE is negative, which means that th
total lowering of the band minimum of the hole carriers
due to the polaron effect. Because ofDE the energy distance
r between thes and p bands is shifted by a frequency
dependent contribution, which is essential for the elect
sector.

B. Electron sector

We start from the high-temperature paramagnetic phas
the MgB2 system and derive the superconducting criti
temperature from the condition of instability of the norm
state of correlateds electrons due to a temperature decrea
Namely,Tc is governed by the solution of the Bethe-Salpe
equation for a vertexGp in the Cooper channel in the refe
ence frame of the electron pair:

Gp52T(
n,q

@22tq1V~p2q!#Gvn

01~q!G2vn

02 ~2q!Gq ,

~7!

where Gvn

0s (q)51/(2 ivn1jq) is the normal state Green’

function for a strongly correlateds electron with a spin ori-
entations and an energy dispersionjq5 f tq2m with the cor-
relation factor41

f 5
2w11w213r

5w114w2
. ~8!

The Matsubara frequencies are given byvn5(2n11)pT in
Eq. ~7!.

The expression for the chemical potential

m5w1

w225r

5w114w2
~9!

follows from the equationns1np52 for the total electron
density per boron with the assumption of complete ionic
of Mg ions in the Mg21@B2(pnp1ns)#2 system. In the
integral kernel of Eq. ~7! near the G-A line of the
Brillouin zone, the Coulomb vertexV(p2q) can be factor-
ized as

V~p2q!52btptq , ~10!

where the parameterb5V/6t2 labels an effect of the Cou
lomb repulsion for the nearests electrons, and the energ
13451
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2)/12# near theG-A line.
The kernel of the integral equation~7! does not contain
other kinematic vertices41 that could be essential for supe
conducting condensates at moderate densities of car
and/or for specific symmetries of superconducting or
parameters.

Upon summation over the Matsubara frequencies, Eq.~7!
takes the form

15(
q

tq

12btq

jq
tanh

jq

2Tc
. ~11!

The superconducting coupling constant can be written as

l5
m

w1f 2 S 12
b

f
m D , ~12!

so the chemical potential is restricted by the inequality
<m< f /b, which generates constraints for the electr
structure parametersw1,2 and r. The larger the electron
electron Coulomb repulsionV;b the narrower the super
conducting region and the lower theTc .

Hereafter we will neglect the interelectron Coulomb r
pulsion ~b50!. Then the superconducting critical temper
ture satisfies the following equation:

15E
j(2w1)

j(w1)

djr~j!
j1m

j f 2
tanh

j

2Tc
, ~13!

wherej(w1) and j(2w1) are the energy dispersion value
of s electrons at the top and the bottom of their energy ba
respectively, andr~j! is the electronic density of states
Equation ~13! for the superconducting critical temperatu
coincides with that derived in Refs. 32 and 33 in a differe
way.

Note that the kinematic superconducting mechanism w
also applied to MgB2 in Ref. 42 but with a nonphysical neg
ligence of thep-electron role. In our approach the great im
portance has the characteristic energy differencer 0 between
the s and p bands, shifted byDE due to the interaction
between the light holes in thes band and the quasi-two
dimensionalE2g phonons:

r 5r 01DE. ~14!

Due to the chemical bond nature, the hydrostatic press
decreases the interplane distance more readily than the
plane boron-boron distance, so thatdw2 /dp@dw1 /dp ~cf.
Ref. 43!, and the latter derivative can be neglected in o
estimates. The calculations ofTc(r ) demonstrate32 that
r *2w1/4 for MgB2. As the next step we differentiate th
integral equation~13! with respect to the pressure and ta
Eq. ~14! into account. Assuming the rectangular density
statesr5u(w1

22j2)/2w1, we obtain after subsequent inte
gration the following expression:

d ln Tc

dp
5

1

5w114w2
F2w1

Tc
2125 lnS g0w1

pTc
D G dr

dp
, ~15!
9-3
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where g05 ln C with C50.577 being the Euler’s constan
Under the natural assumptionTc!w1 one can keep only the
first term in the brackets in Eq.~15!. Then we arrive at the
result

dTc

dp
5

2w1

5w114w2

dDE

dp
. ~16!

Taking into account that the Fro¨hlich coupling constant
a}1/Av, we find then from Eq.~6!:

dDE

dp
5DE

d ln~Av/g!

dp
. ~17!

The parameterg5c/2a evidently decreases with pressur
As to the quasi-two-dimensional frequencyv we use the
estimate of a quasiharmonic phonon via the mode Gru¨neisen
parameterd ln v/dp5G/B0. The quantityB0 is said to be the
bulk modulus. It follows then that bothv andAv/g increase
with the pressure. These findings are compatible with an
perimental study29,44of Raman spectra and lattice paramet
of MgB2 under pressure at room temperature and with th
retical estimations45 of the strong influence of the pressu
on theE2g mode. Finally we conclude thatdDE/dp,0 and
dTc /dp,0. In an explicit form the baric derivative for th
superconducting critical temperature can be written as
lows:

dTc

dp
52

uDEu
514w2 /w1

S 2
d ln g2

dp
1

G

B0
D . ~18!

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

For numerical calculations we estimate the polar
anisotropy parameter asg5c/2a50.57. The known value
of its derivative37 is d ln g2/dp52d ln(c/2a)/dp.22.4
31023 GPa21. The bulk modulus is measured46 to be B
.114 GPa. The Gru¨neisen parameter reported in Ref. 2
equals G52.960.3 for the measured Raman activ
E2g-phonon mode with the energy\v576.7 meV, which we
will use in Eq. ~18!. In particular, the polaron self-energ
DE52211.4a meV. This polaronic shift could be useful t
provide the proper Fermi surface areas for description
Haas–van Alphen data in MgB2 ~see Ref. 47!. The realistic
value for the MgB2 energy band width ratio ofp and s
electrons isw2 /w1.18/952 ~see Ref. 48!.

Putting these magnitudes in Eq.~18!, we obtain the esti-
mate for the derivative ofTc with respect to pressure:

dTc

dp
.2a~5.260.9!

K

GPa
. ~19!

The uncertainty of the result comes from the experimen
deviation errors in the Gru¨neisen parameter. Compariso
with the low-pressure result1,2 dTc /dp521.2 K/GPa leads
to the interval a50.20–0.28 for the Fro¨hlich electron-
phonon coupling constant. Comparison with the result1,3,4

22 K/GPa leads subsequently to the estimatea50.33–0.47.
These results are shown in Fig. 1. The solid line prese

the dependence of the pressure derivativedTc /dp on the
13451
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electron-phonon coupling constanta. The thin solid lines
represent the experimentally measured values fordTc /dp
and the dashed lines show error bars fora at a given value of
the pressure derivative.

We note that the numerical results can be changed
one scales the frequency shift of the in-plane mode w
the variation of the interatomic bond distance or latti
parameter.49 Then the Gru¨neisen parameter takes eve
the larger value29 G53.960.4 and our Eq.~19! takes the
form:

dTc

dp
.2a~6.961.1!

K

GPa
. ~20!

Subsequently, the estimates for the electron-pho
coupling constant will be different as well:a50.15–0.21
for dTc /dp521.2 K/GPa anda50.25–0.34 fordTc /dp
522 K/GPa.

Combining the numerical results fora, we may conclude
that the electron-phonon coupling constant in MgB2 is in the
rangea50.15–0.45, which seems to be a quite reasona
interval for the assumed weak-coupling regime of a la
hole polaron.

We have proposed a model in which large anisotro
polarons play an important role in decreasing the energy
tancer between thes andp bands. The polaron anisotropy
governed by the introduced parameterg, which depends on
the geometry of the MgB2 system influenced by pressure.
addition, the phonon frequency increases with the press
which also results in a decrease of the polaron radius. T
the superconducting properties of the MgB2 system are in-
fluenced both by the geometry of the crystal and by the
laron well depth and size.

The superconducting instability is driven by the no
phonon kinematic mechanism withTc depending on the en
ergy differencer between thes andp bands. The quantityr
incorporates all electron-phonon effects in our model. As
result the pressure derivativedTc /dp is calculated as a func

FIG. 1. Dependence of the pressure derivative of the super
ducting critical temperature on the Fro¨hlich electron-phonon cou-
pling constant~solid line!. The dashed lines show error bars fora
due to the uncertainty in the Gru¨neisen parameter~Ref. 29!. The
thin solid lines show experimental values~Refs. 1–4! for dTc /dp.
9-4
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tion of the Fröhlich coupling constanta. At realistic values
of a our calculations agree with experiments. It follows fro
the arguments discussed in the present paper that the
sure measurements provide us with valuable tests to esta
the acceptable model for MgB2, to understand the mecha
nism of the superconductivity in this material, and to es
mate its Fro¨hlich electron-phonon coupling constant.
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